ONENESS 101: 40 – Andean Unity & Integration
MariLyn and I will be in Lima, Peru from October 15-23. Our hotel is right on the ocean, so
we expect to take numerous walks and have multiple meditations in the adjoining parks along
the shoreline. Moreover, the hotel has a rooftop pool and sitting area,
where we plan to spend considerable time in the silence, communing
with the angels, ascended masters, space forces and higher astral
compatriots that comprise our interdimensional team for anchoring a
green pentagonal canopy of unity and healing over this 1st of 5 major
areas; and linking with you and other light workers around the world.
We will project Fifth Ray integration not only to Peru but also to all
adjoining Andean nations: Ecuador, Columbia, Bolivia and Chile.
With 30 million citizens, Peru is the fourth most populous South
American nation. It has 3 zones: a narrow coastal plane; the Andes
Mountains and its high mountain valleys; plus the area east of the
mountains, which is part of the Amazon Rainforest.
With 8.5 million inhabitants, Lima is Peru’s capital that is located
centrally on the coast. It is a primary commercial, financial, cultural
and governmental center for the entire west coast of the continent. In
recent years, Lima and some other parts of Peru have had a thriving
economy. Still, about half of Lima’s citizens live in shanty towns, many
of which have no running water, electricty or city sewage. A majority
of rural areas are mired in poverty.
Most other major metropolitan areas in South America likewise have vast shanty towns.
Throughout the continent 10% of the people own 40-50% of the wealth. Most of the wealthy are
of European heritage, whereas the huge lower class consists of native or indigenous peoples,
blacks and those in rural areas. One of our projections to Peru and all the other 4 major centers
will be for the rebalancing and transmutation of this disparity; which reflects a lack of love.
Without unity, equality and integration in each country, continental unity is impossible.
Ollanta Humalla, Peru’s new president since July 2011, plans to
institute reforms to uplift and empower the poor, even as Peru
sustains its economic prosperity. Moreover, he has vowed to
root out the widespread corruption in government and in the
business community. He hopes to model his actions after the
past popular president of Brazil, Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, 20032010, whose social programs were hallmarks of his office even
as Brazil became a world economic power.
Estimates vary, but from 30-45% of Peruvians are indigenous
Natives or Amerindians. Another 35% or so are mestizos of
mixed Native and European or African heritage. Throughout
much of the rest of South America, only about 1-2% of the
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population is of Native background. Wherever they live, however, South America’s Natives
typically are the amongst the poorest of citizens, with limited rights and access to power.
In the Inca teachings of the Andes, 500 years of light and
upliftment are followed by 500 years of darkness and
suffering. With the coming of the white man to the Americas
around 1,500 AD, the last light cycle ended and a 500-year
cycle of darkness began for Natives. Now it is ending, with
Native powers, heritage and talents being restored. This
dawning of a new age of brotherhood is referred to as the
coming together again of the eagle and the condor. The bald
eagle is the symbol of North America whereas the Andean
condor represents South America. Both birds portray rising
into I Am consciousness and into the higher realms of the
higher astral guides and etheric light beings.
In connecting with Peruvian Natives and indigenous peoples throughout the Andes, as well as
those in the Amazon Rainforest and the rest of South America, envision this unification and
integration of the eagle and the condor, as well as the osprey. Whereas the bald eagle lives
primarily in North America (over 60 other eagle species live worldwide, including 9 in South
America) and the Andean condor lives principally in the Andes (there is also the California
condor species), the osprey lives for about 6 months in North America and then migrates to and
lives for about 6 months in Central and South America. Thus, the osprey represents
hemispheric oneness, unity and integration. See eagles, ospreys and condors as one. See
North, Central and South America as one. See whites, reds, browns, yellows and blacks of the
whole Western Hemisphere united and integrated as one in the One.
While in Peru, MariLyn and I also will connect with the I Am Selves of those who comprise the
Secretariat or governing body of the Community of Andean Nations (CAN), which is in Lima.
This trade entity first was formed in 1969 as the Andean Pact and was renamed The
Community of Andean Nations in 1996. It promotes free trade and other exchange amongst its
member nations. It originally consisted of 6 countries: Venezuela, Colombia, Equador, Peru,
Bolivia and Chile. In 1976, Chile temporarily dropped out, as did Venzuela in 2006. The
Community of Andean Nations was the first example of the integration of one region of South
America. This was followed by the establishment in 1991 of Mercosur, another trade union that
was founded by Brazil, Argentina, Uraguay and Paraguay. In December 2004 at Cusco, Peru
(shortly after my 2004 dream of visiting Peru’s Andes mountains), leaders of CAN and Mercosur
began plans to merge as UNASUR, the Union of South American Nations, which is based on
the model of the European Union. All 12 South American countries now below to UNASUR,
which only became a functioning entity in 2011.
Visualization: To continue to lay the foundation for the 1st stop of the South America Mission,
wrap yourself in light. Rise up on the wings of an eagle, osprey or condor into the spiritual
stratospheres above Lima. Radiate Fifth Ray green light to Peru and to Colombia, Equador,
Bolivia and Chile. As South America’s spine, see these 5 nations as a pillar of strength in the
newly birthed continental integration. Call forth the healing of the soul scars from past
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mistreatment of Native Americans. Envsion equality everywhere. See a new heaven descending
upon a new earth.
############
To make a donation for the South American Mission, please write your check, and send it, to:
Mark-Age, Inc., PO Box 10, Pioneer, TN 37847. Write "South American Mission" in the memo
section in the lower left hand corner of the check. Your prayers and contributions are what make
this mission possible. Thank you!
My new email address is healinghaven555@aol.com. I am in process of changing this on the
blog site. Until then, send all emails and comments to me via this email address.
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